New VooDoo Meets Favor Of Dean As Plans Are Made For Next Issue

The first issue of the new Voo Doo, which comes on the stands last Fri
day, was received with almost unanimous approval. The editorial conten-
tment made on the day of publication he said that he enjoyed it "more so than the
other magazines, those which had only been standing around the
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### Toward Quasi-Fraternity Spirit

**Toward Quasi-Fraternity Spirit**

The administration is strongly considering placing housemates and roommates in separate dormitory rooms in the near future. The movement to-
ward separate dormitories has been suggested since the meeting of the Corporation Committee on October 6 with dorm-
tories. As it stands, the sys-
tem would involve assigning junior faculty members to live in the halls of the dormitories, and participate in the activities of the residents. The Dean's office then takes a distinct ad-
vantage to this system:

1. By fostering contacts, supervi-
sion, and organization, it will make dormitory living more enjoyable.

2. If the professor and his fam-
ily be to house purchases of food, tur-

3. It will provide closer control over student activities in dormitories.

**Loyalty Structure Desired**

The effect of this system, accor-
ding to Dean Rule, will be to attain "loyalty structures" within each dormi-
tory. The system would involve assigning junior faculty members to live in the halls of the dormitories, and participate in the activities of the residents. The Dean's office then takes a distinct ad-
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**Policy Remains Liberal**

According to the Jean, the policies of the Institute have been, and al-
ways are, liberal in the broad sense of the word. The policy with respect to
the operational set-up at the Insti-
tute eventually took the form of
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the magnificent chorus.

With the gala Yale season already begun, discerning drinkers everywhere are forced to consume the somewhat nebulous beverages which are the American interpretation of the Wassail tradition.

Liquor lovers who wish to celebrate the season in the traditional manner would do well to abandon the egg-nog (which in these tasteless days is too often a revolting concoction of prepared mixtures and triple-rum alcohol) and consider the authentic English Bishop.

The history of this classic drink is to medieval times but in this area it is known to be served only at the traditional Ware Christmas party where its brewing and drinking has become a yearly ritual, and where participants in the nice ritual in its observance with loving memory and awareness of the coming of the winter with bated and fragrant breath.

Brandy is the base of the Bishop, and Armagnac has always been the favorite at Ware. Cognac, its more celebratory nectar, is best served for the mixer and a less refined person would be little more than accessory.

An iron cauldron should be used but if unavailable any stout bottle can be used. Into the cauldron, a fifth of brandy is poured and cut fruit is added (for best results, firm fresh apples, pear, orange and pineapple should be used).

The cauldron is then placed over a fire and warmed, brimful, and then simmered. Steaming and boiling, stewed in stout mugs, the Bishop has a hearty aroma and a rich hearty taste.

Faint hearts and fragile drinkers are warned, the Bishop is not to be trifled with. One mug will warm the heart and bring to the mouth the most pleasing taste. Two will make a strong man weak and none have ever finished three and many have never finished two and encouraged enough to tell about it.

A necessity for traditionalists and a luxury for all, the serving of the Bishop and the usually consequent oneness drowns a festive Yale evening.

Cheers.

—Jeffy Choeun

MILLER'S STRATFORD ADVENTURE

KENSORE near Kenmore Sq.

WINTER JUST LOOK UP TO
THE FACT THAT WE STILL CLASS!

KEEP ALERT FOR A
BETTER POINT AVERAGE!

Doesn't that "down feel-
ing" camp your style in class-
or or when you're "biting the books". Yale a Nadine Awakened In a few minutes, you'll be your normal self; won't know where you are. Your doctor will tell you—Nadine Awakens are safe as coffee. Keep a pack handy 15 TABLETS, 55c
Excerpts From Financial Primer

(Continued from page 1)

"He gets a lot to like—filter, flavor, flip-top box." The works.

A filter that means business. An easy draw that's all better than others, so four marks bear out this experimenting spirit. Other of the grading completely. Bear them edging to putter outdoors with tiny some students passed and flunked
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Spontaneous spirit at half. Alert pressing by Hasseltine led to several steals and four baskets for the spirited guard, who now had seventeen half to make it 40-30 ahead 51-36, with fifteen minutes remaining. Jump shot by Hasseltine. Burton followed with a foul after the visitors had scored two straight baskets to leave them successive one hand push shots by Hasseltine and captain Mac Jordan '58. The Crimson surged ahead with nine straight Harvard last Saturday. The Engineers, led by high scorer Eric Hasseltine '59, were unable to use their pressing defense.

After a basket by Harvard's Monk Manchester, the Burkemen scored on a tap in by McGinty and a foul by Jordan. Playing before a capacity home crowd, the hustling MIT varsity basketball squad dropped an 81-61 contest to

Clark Cagers Top Beavers Thursday
In a tuneup for the encounter with the Crimson, the Beaver varsity basketballers were sized by Clark 55-12, Thursday evening at Wences.

The visitors trailed throughout the contest, closing the gap from eight points to three in the closing moments. High scorer for the Burkemen was Lee Cooper with 22. With three and one-half minutes left in the game, Harvard opened up a twenty-four point lead largely as Tech's only win was scored by -

In late last week's play only three games were played. Lambda Chi Alpha bowed to 3-15 Club 45-46; the Delta ran over Dover Club 51-47; and Westgate did the same to the Sunnys 62-51.

The top two teams from each league will be entered in the final, and it is hoped that the playoffs will be completed before exams begin. This schedule, however, may be delayed if there are any unsanctioned third place ties in the league which would necessitate playoffs.

In Intramural basketball League play draws to a close this week with the completion of every twenty games in the last several days. Tonight should finish off all but a few of the games, and championship play will start the first school week of the new year.

The next three men also won in three straight games. Lucky "P" Sherbey, who played with Fair to Egypt, monopolized his set 15-12, 15-11, and 15-9; Jack Mapple and Lecon ;

The Crofters went down 1-4 against Wesleyan in their first home game last Friday evening. The playing nine showed an improvement over the opener with Damascus in the previous week. Jessie Wallace '58, at number one played a good game but, unable to retaliate against his opponent's hard serving, lost 15-10, 15-9, and 15-12. Cal Morse '53 and Chuck Leonard '52, two and four each carried their sets to six games. Cal, showing improvement over the opener, won 15-10, 15-14, 15-18, 6-15, and 15-11. Chuck, after winning the first two games 9-15, 11-14, 11-14, lived out and lost the next three 17-15, 16-11, and 15-12.

One man was silenced by supreme Bob Hodge in the eight spot. Bob, continuing the good showing he made in the Dartmouth match, easily disposed of the next three games, winning 11-15, 12-15, 15-10, and 15-8.

Rallying to save face for the cellar, the Beavers managed 15-10, 15-12, 15-11, and 15-10. Don't just stand there... STICKLE! MAKE $25

Stickers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming answers. Each rhyming word must have the same number of syllables. (No drawings, please!) We'll supply the answers for all we use—and for hundreds that never are printed. Send requests of 50c, with your name, address, and Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Don't just stand there.

Cricket: 8th
York: 9th

Lights! Suckers! Suckers! Suckers!

WHAT IS A LUCKY BREAK?

MUSIC MAJORS! Know how to change a glee club from a loud crowd to a lyrical melody? Simple: just promise "em a Lucky break! A Lucky's light smoke—the right smoke—for anyone. It's all cigarettes—all fine tobacco! And that naturally light, wonderfully good-tasting tobacco is toasted to taste even better. Hold your rehearsal without a Lucky break, and you'll get nothing but a shot in the arm. Light up a light smoke...a Lucky Strike!

WHAT IS YOUR SMOKING TALE?

WHAT IS A MODULAR ALARM?

WHAT IS A ROLLING TUBE?

WHAT IS A SIRIUS TUBE?
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MIT Yearling Pucksters Win 2-1

A highly promising freshman hockey
team took its first game of the
season but Friday night by defeating
Brown 2-1 on the Tech ice. The game
was played in front of big crowds, and

The Tech

Hamiton Overcomes Icemen 5-0,
Four First Period Goals Sink Tech

At an improving Beaver varsity hockey squad lightened its defensive to-
some extent as they played a 5-0 decision to Hamilton Saturday afternoon at the

Coach's note: The win over Hamilton means that Bob Norman, who has
been an assistant coach for the past several years, has set a new

Tournes Opener
9-8 Victory Paced
By Sweep In Frees

MIT's Varsity fencing team got to
the start by frustrating their first
out of the year, Bradford
Technical Institute (Paul Rivin-
ham) 19 matches to 8, last Satur-
day afternoon at Walker Memorial.
In the foil events, the Beavers won
nine of 10 matches by scoring 9-5.
The only loss was a nail-biter,

Engineer Swimmers
Surpassed by RPI's
Strong Team, 59-27

A greatly surprised MIT Varsity
swimming team saw last year's
score (57-29) turned in by the

Hatmen Blatned
By Springfield Saturday
Army Downs Frosh

Yielding their second meet of the
season Saturday, the Tech matmen
beaten in Springfield 34-0. No Tech
matter ruled to manage in the Sunday afternoon dual on the

$12.95

MODEL M6022

men's box toe hockey outfit

Exclusive Union Hardware Torpedo hollow ground,~
plastic blades, blue labellon, black sticker tape.

Free informative "How to Skate" booklet.

1-1 and Joe Pedlosky '59, 1-0.

Roger Kane '59 and Jack Koessler
"called" the Tech, only two

Mattson High MIT Scorer
Bever co-captain Murray Matt-
son '59 was high scorer in the win
over Brown, which lost to Spring-
field 34-0.

Outside of the armory. The improved facili-
ties in the 400-yard freestyle re-

Shaded By Harvard;

The two-piece "FORMFIT" Polar Pile lined
uppers are guaranteed to be durable goodrich
soles. Guaranteed to be heavy duty Goodrich
plastic tape.

In the foil events, the Beavers won
two matches, 5-3, and 5-4.
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THE CHALLENGE...
Burton Chess Meet

Holdst First Rounds

The first round of the Burton House chess tournament was held Saturday afternoon, with twenty-six players entering. First standings have been posted, and the second round will be completed on Monday for the Christmas vacation.

A feature of this tournament was the technical advice and demonstrations by Great Popovych, New England chess champion, and Carl (now) Popovych was unbeaten in five one-second move games between Brandtland chess champion, and Carl (now) Popovych was unbeaten in five one-second move games. In a series of twenty-five to second-move games between Popovych and Wagner, Popovych was twenty-one to two. Later, he will play simultaneous rounds against amateur challengers. Popovych is unbeaten in these types of exhibition.

CLASSIFIED COLUMN

WANTED--Junior security or small car. Call CO 5-1119.

WANTED--Senior security or small car. Call CO 5-1119.

FOR SALE--Vivitar 6x9 2.8 inches Audio 8mm camera, 1800 lenses, 3-4 kilobits, 3-5 kilobits, Bob's Camera, 43 Westgate, 43 Westgate, 43 Westgate, 43 Westgate, 43 Westgate.

WANTED--Counselor, specialty or general, older college men or graduates. Jewish boys' summer camp near Boston, excellent opportunities. Chairman, 5-3137, or write Director, 16 St. Andrews Drive, Cranston, R.I.

JUNIORS WANTED--Interested in taking photos? Doing darkroom work? Even if you don't have a camera! Contact THE TECH Photography Club, 10 Brooksids Drive, Cranston, R.I.

FOR SALE--Voightlander Prominent. $1.50. Call J. H. Toebas, 43 Westgate.

FOR SALE--Voightlander Prominent. $1.50. Call J. H. Toebas, 43 Westgate.

FOR SALE--Voightlander Prominent. $1.50. Call J. H. Toebas, 43 Westgate.

FOR SALE--Voightlander Prominent. $1.50. Call J. H. Toebas, 43 Westgate.

REMEMBER--REMINDERBCOMESINBOTHPACKANDCRUSH-PROOF BOX!

CASABLANC

SUPER-WINSTON

PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

ADAPTED FROM THE BEST-SELLING NOVEL

"THE MAN IN THE GRAY FLANNEL BURNOSE"